Explore Lewis Clark Travel Great Explorers
lewis andclark: american explorers lewis and clark ... - the lewis and clark expedition, also known as the
corps of discovery expedition, was the first effort by americans to explore what is nowthe western united
statesesident thomas jefferson had just completed lewis and clark: the journey of the corps of discovery
... - explore the uncharted west. jefferson named the group the corps of discovery. jefferson named the group
the corps of discovery. jefferson’s secretary, meriwether lewis, and lewis’ friend, william clark, would lead it.
lewis & clark scavenger hunt - coachketcham - why did jefferson want to explore the west? what were the
goals of the expedition? national geographic (play the online game, read, and find the answer) 2. who were
lewis and clark? write 3 facts about each of them. meriwether lewis william clark meriwether lewis william clark
3. who else was part of the corps of discovery? pbs - lewis & clark (name 5 and tell me about them) 4. who was
the ... 4 exploring elevation with lewis & clark - assetsri - explore the route that lewis and clark followed,
and identify elevation levels throughout the regions of the united states. c3: d2o.2.3-5. use maps to explain
relationships between the locations of plac-es and regions and their environmental characteristics. ccss: elaliteracy.ri.4.7. interpret information presented visually and explain how the information contributes to an
understanding of ... lewis and clark scavenger hunt - miss diana magee ... - • get ready to explore!!
beginning the exploration • click here to read a brief overview of how the lewis and clark expedition began. •
who approved the lewis and clark expedition? • what was the name of the group lewis and clark led? • click
here to see a map of the lewis and clark expedition route. • how many states did lewis and clark travel
through? • what are the names of 3 ... the lewis and clark expedition - lessonsnips - additionally, he
wanted lewis and clark to map their route to provide information about geographical features for explorers that
would follow them. lewis and clark recruited 36 men to travel with them on their arduous journey. lewis and
clark scavenger hunt - mrnussbaum - what river would lewis and clark follow westward to explore
louisiana? 2.) what happened when lewis and clark encountered the teton sioux indians in southern south
dakota? 3.) who did lewis and clark hire in the winter of 1804-1805 to help as an interpreter? who was the
interpreter’s wife? 4.) what animal did lewis encounter in the spring of 1805? 5.) what is the continental divide?
6.) how ... lewis and clark - level upper middle - bvsd - travel, they reached the rocky mountains. thanks
to sacajewea's influence, lewis and clark obtained horses from the indians. their intention was to cross the
rockies with the pacific ocean as their final destination. the weather grew cold, the food became scarce, and
the mountains seemed endless. when they finally arrived at the . date _____ prompt: this passage is called
lewis and . clark. it ... exploring elevation with lewis and clark - esri - what are some possible dangers or
obstacles of travel through higher elevations? [possible answers include difficult terrain, poor weather
conditions, fewer settled areas, and difficulty getting provisions.] lewis and clark in missouri - lewis and
clark continue the journey up the mississippi river to st. louis and wood river. map 3: may 14 - june 2, 1804;
return trip: sept. 19 - 23, 1806 lewis and clark enter the missouri river and journey to the mouth of the osage
river. eastern legacy: the lewis - lewis and clark - after the expedition, he went on to explore what
became our first park, yellowstone national park. the marker is located at the foot of limestone st. (at
limestone landing). gps: 38°51’43” n - 45°44’03”w grave creek indian mound, moundsville, west virginia: on
september 10th lewis described “a remarkable artificial mound of earth called by the people in this
neighbourhood the ... family activity guide 3-25-02r3 - smithsonian homepage - family activity guide
family activity guide prepared by national geographic and destination cinema, inc., for the large-format film
lewis & clark: great journey west; and funded in part by the national geographic society education learning
objectives: 1. begin to understand the causes and ... - lewis and clark were men of exceptional physical
and mental ability, and worked well together as a team. both had long experience in wilderness living and river
travel. the louisiana purchase - sd4history - lewis and clark expedition in 1804, meriwether lewis and
william clark began an exciting adventure. they led a group of american explorers on a long trip.
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